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In the brilliant visionary tradition of Carlos Castaneda, anthropologist Hank Wesselman first
documented his spiritual journey in the acclaimed account Spiritwalker. Now he continues his
travels through the spirit world in this astonishing book, leading us into the heart of one of the
greatest mysteries of existence.Dr. Wesselman's inspiring quest began with a dramatic encounter
on the island of Hawaii. Though he had feared his connection to Nainoa, a kahuna initiate and fellow
mystic traveler, would be severed when he moved to San Diego, Wesselman would continue to
merge minds with Nainoa. Over the next five years, the true purpose of their profound yet cryptic
contact took shape. Wesselman had gained access to some inner doorway, putting him in the
presence of a transcendent life force and intelligence. On the threshold of a dazzling new
understanding of nature, he was a shaman in training, an initiate into the sacred, secret healing
powers of the spirit world.This remarkable book gives us an unprecedented glimpse into the origin
and the destiny of our species. Hank Wesselman has brought back from his extraordinary travels an
extraordinary message: the keys to personal power and to the healing of all humankind.
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"Medicinemaker" is actually the sequel to Wesselman's first book "Spiritwalker". After reading both, I
must say that the subject matter is absolutely fascinating, and the style of writing used has made
these books both easy and thoroughly enjoyable to read."Medicinemaker" is the continuation of a
true story re: a series of visions the author experienced, where he actually meets himself 5,000 into

the future. Once again, the author takes you on a journey with him - a journey into his amazing, vivid
visions - and, just as he actually experienced parts of the life he is living 5,000 from now, you feel
like you're experiencing this with him. He does such a wonderful job of pulling the reader in - there
were actually times when I could really "see", "feel" & "hear" right along with him - what an exiting
reading experience it was!You may think that since the visions were about human society 5,000
years in the future, that this book will be filled with amazing technology - like the Jetson's - but you'll
be surprised to find out that all technology had been wiped out, and the people living at that time
were living "off the land" - like our ancestors did many, many years ago.Overall, if you're looking for
a real "page turner", and enjoy books on various metaphysical phenomena, then this book's
definitely for you! I can't recommend it highly enough!

Dr. Wesselman, an anthropologist, has written a paranormal narrative that is convincing, and
entertaining enough that it's hard to put this one down. (There are obvious comparisons to Carlos
Casteneda. I wonder if Dr. Wesselman's peers have received his story with any more
open-mindedness.)Meeting your own descendant, (or perhaps your own reincarnated self) 5000
years into a post-apocalyptic future makes for a pretty incredible read. Also interesting is the
description of a dig in the Rift Valley of Africa where Wesselman and colleagues find the most
ancient human remains--along with a few mystical encounters.This story raises many questions
about the destiny of our planet, and our spirits: the workings of visionary journeys, and reincarnation
in relation to the Grand Scheme; and, particularly, about the time line. Just how unalterable, or
malleable might it be? The end of the story left me wondering how Dr.W copes with the apparent
knowledge that his descendant, Nainoa, lives in a world that is testament to the decimation of
human civilization by catastrophic global warming. Does he believe that there may still be hope (to
alter our collective course in time)?

Go ahead, read this book! If you feel yourself "gravitating" toward this book; if inexplicably you find
yourself wishing you "had time" to read 'that sort of "fanciful" (or whatever your own qualifying word
is for it) book,' just go ahead and do it! Read the book, and you won't be sorry.This is a book of
beauty and honesty. You may wonder how Wesselman recreates the vivid detail of setting, action
and dialogue of his mystical experiences. --But if something like this has ever happened to you, or if
you really Want it to (your spirit yearns for such experience), you will understand that the reality of
other dimensions reaches out to us in as much as we reach out to it-- and that all perception is
ultimately a product of our own heart.The chapter I liked best, that I thought was very beautiful, was

Chapter 7, where Wesselman takes a walk along a streambed and visits a pool and rocks called
"The Narrows" at the Tassahara Zen retreat. If you have spent a day in the sun, near the water, and
drawn closer to all joyful, atomistic and interconnected aspects of the Universe-- you'll feel as if You
were there, too. ...After all, You were!

This is the second in the amazing series of books written by Hank Wesselman. Having met the man,
and taken a class from him, I can only believe that what he has writen is true. The beauty of these
books is that he is a wonderful writer. Wether you take the story as truth, or just an intertaining read,
you will not be disapointed. Truely fasinating, and a book that cannot be put down until you reach
the very end.

I enjoyed reading this book. It is one that I didn't want to put down. Reads easily and smoothly.
Good storyline and makes you think--always a good formula for good reading, I think.

This is a wonderful book, a beautiful story. I did not realize that it was book two of a three part
series, but I am happy to report that this book can be read independently, without confusion or lack.
It is always a joy to feel appreciation for the incredible journey of another, and here is an opportunity
to do so. The book, for me, has become a catalyst for further exploration of the Hawaiian approach
to spiritual concepts and etheric subjects. Perfect for easy reading to balance out heavy conceptual
reading. Enjoy!

I have had two printed copies of this book, both of which I loaned out, and which have yet to be
returned. I finally ordered a kindle version -- at least I can keep this one! Hank Wesselman's Trilogy,
of which "Medicine Man" is the second, is not to be missed! I have bought and will buy everything
he has written and will write. He is a great spiritual--shamanic teacher who tells it like it is. The entire
trilogy is "Spirit Walker, "Medicine Maker" and Vision Seeker." You may as well buy all of them at
once, because you won't be able to put them down.
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